CALL FOR ABSTRACTS FOR SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

The 1981 Scientific Program Committee solicits the submission of abstracts from members and nonmembers of the Society of Nuclear Medicine for the 28th Annual Meeting in Las Vegas, Nevada. Abstracts accepted for the program will be published in the June issue of the Journal of Nuclear Medicine. Original contributions on a variety of topics related to nuclear medicine will be considered, including:

- INSTRUMENTATION
- COMPUTERS AND DATA ANALYSIS
- IN VITRO RADIOASSAY
- RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY
- DOSIMETRY/RADIOBIOLOGY
- CLINICAL SCIENCE/APPLICATIONS:
  - Bone/Joint
  - Cardiovascular – Basic
  - Cardiovascular – Clinical
  - Cardiovascular – Peripheral Vascular
  - Endocrine
  - Gastroenterology
  - Hematology
  - Image Correlation
  - Infectious Disease and Immunology
  - Neurology
  - Oncology
  - Pediatrics
  - Pulmonary
  - Renal/Electrolyte/Hypertension

Only abstracts prepared on the official form will be considered. One official abstract form is required for each title submitted. Six copies plus supporting data (three pages maximum) attached to each copy must accompany the official abstract form. To ensure that all those interested in submitting abstracts receive the form, a copy of the official abstract form is in THIS issue of the JNM as a tear-out sheet. However, if you require additional forms, they may be obtained from the Society at the address below.

Abstracts of completed and on-going ("works in progress") projects will be judged together based on scientific merit.

Authors seeking publication for the full text of their papers are strongly encouraged to submit their work to the JNM for immediate review.

The official abstract form and six copies with supporting data attached to each copy should be sent to:

Society of Nuclear Medicine
ATT: Dennis Park
475 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
Tel: (212) 889-0717

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF ABSTRACTS IS THURSDAY, JANUARY 8, 1981
CENTRAL CHAPTER
SOCIETY OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE
SPRING MEETING
APRIL 3-5, 1980
Hyatt Regency Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

The Central Chapter of the Society of Nuclear Medicine announces its Spring Meeting, which will be held at the Hyatt Regency in Chicago, April 3-5.

The subject of this meeting is "Nuclear Medicine in Gastroenterology." Preferred papers on all subjects are welcome but special emphasis will be given to studies in gastroenterology.

This will be a conjoint meeting of physicians, physicists, and technologists and will have commercial exhibits.

Send abstracts to:

Peter T. Kirchner
Dept. of Nuclear Medicine
University of Chicago
950 E. 59th St.
Chicago, IL 60637

Deadline for receipt of abstracts: February 2, 1981

For further information contact:

Deborah A. Churan, Executive Director
Central Chapter, SNM
PO Box 160
Crystal Lake, IL 60014

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS II:
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 2nd INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
ON RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

This volume is a complete compilation of papers presented at the Second International Symposium on Radiopharmaceuticals, held March 19-22, 1979 in Seattle, Washington. The more than 70 papers in this volume cover the complete spectrum of radiopharmaceuticals: from production through quality control to the latest in radionuclide agents for imaging and other studies.

The 867 page, illustrated volume contains titles: Quality Control; Organic Radiopharmaceuticals; Inorganic Radiopharmaceuticals; Functional Imaging; RIA; Oncology; Hematology; Pharmacokinetics; Renal, Cardio-pulmonary System; RES/Biliary; Skeletal; Thyroid; Pancreas, Prostate, and Adrenals; and Radionuclide Production. Also included are papers given in a panel discussion entitled "International Regulatory Affairs Relating to Radiopharmaceuticals," and the Keynote Address by Dixy Lee Ray.

867 pages. Illustrated. Price $40.00 plus $2.50 for postage and handling. Check or purchase order must accompany all order. (Payment in U.S. funds only.)

SPECIAL OFFER! Buy Radiopharmaceuticals II for $40.00 and get Radiopharmaceuticals for only $10.00 more. (Please add $2.50 each for postage and handling.)

Copies are available now. Order from:

Book Order Department
Society of Nuclear Medicine
475 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016
Editorial Policy. The Journal of Nuclear Medicine publishes several types of original articles: full length articles, concise communications, preliminary notes, case reports, technical notes, letters to the editor, editorials, and solicited articles of general medical interest. It is understood that manuscripts submitted for consideration are original, including illustrations and tables, and that the material submitted is not under consideration by another publication.

Copyright. In compliance with the copyright Act of 1976, effective January 1, 1978, the following written statement must accompany all submissions to be considered for publication. "Upon acceptance by the Journal of Nuclear Medicine all copyright ownership of the article (complete title of the article in this space), is transferred to the Society of Nuclear Medicine. On behalf of any and all coauthors I accept the responsibility for release of any part or all of the material contained within the article noted above. The undersigned stipulates that the material submitted to The Journal of Nuclear Medicine is original and has not been submitted to another publication for concurrent consideration."

Review Procedure. Submitted manuscripts are reviewed for content on the basis of originality, significance, adequacy of documentation, reader interest, and composition. All manuscripts are reviewed by two referees and the editorial staff. All accepted manuscripts are subject to editorial revisions for scientific accuracy and for clarity in the office of the editor. Before processing for publication, edited manuscripts are returned to the author(s) for approval. This procedure obviates the need for galley changes other than typographical errors.

Manuscript Format—General Information—An original and two copies of the manuscript with two sets of unmounted illustrations (glossies, preferably 5" X 7") should be sent with a transmittal letter to the Editor.

1. Every typewritten page must be double-spaced, including title page, abstract, text, references, legends, acknowledgments, and footnotes.
2. There should be a 2-in. margin on all sides of typewritten pages.
3. Reference numbers should be underlined and in parentheses in the text.
4. Paragraphs should begin with an indentation of at least five spaces.
5. All pages should be numbered at the top right-hand side without names of the author(s) or title of the article.
6. Handwritten changes are not acceptable.
7. Papers must be written in English.
8. References in the text should not be made to institutions or locales except when mention of the institution, locale, or facility is germane to that particular article.
9. Generic names should be used. Manufacturers of instruments or radiopharmaceuticals should not be named in the manuscript unless their inclusion is absolutely essential to the content. When necessary, however, manufacturers should be identified by footnotes. Consecutive order of footnote symbols is: *,**,†,‡.

Title Page. The title should be as short as possible, with a maximum of 72 characters, including spaces. The first names and degrees of all authors, the name and address of the department and institution where the work was done, sources of support (if applicable), and name and address of author responsible for correspondence and reprints should be included on the title page.

Abstract. Abstracts must be limited to 150 words or less, typed on a separate page. Three to seven key words should be included for indexing.

References. References must be typed double space on a separate sheet and numbered consecutively as they appear in the text. References included in a table or illustration are also numbered sequentially with those in the text. The Journal uses the Index Medicus style for references. When more than three authors are listed, the additional authors are listed as "et al." Journal names are abbreviated according to the List of Journals Indexed in Index Medicus.

Sample references are:

Numbered references to personal communications, unpublished data, manuscripts in preparation, or manuscripts submitted for publication are not acceptable.

Tables. A table is a condensation of related data or facts arranged in columns. Tables should be self-explanatory and should supplement, not duplicate, the text. Each table must be referred to in numerical order in the text. Each table must be typed on a separate sheet of paper; tables should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals and have titles centered in capital letters. They are placed after the references in the manuscripts. The titles should be descriptive and as brief as possible. (Explanatory material should be included in footnotes or the text.) Place horizontal lines above the title, under the title, under column headings, and at the end of the table. Omit all vertical rules.

Illustrations. Since imaging is one of the major aspects of nuclear medicine, the selection of high-quality illustrations is of paramount importance. Arrows, lettering, and numbers added to figures must be of professional quality. Original line graphs are preferred for optimal reproduction. Figures of inferior quality or damaged figures as well as those poorly designed or badly lettered will be returned to the author for correction, replacement, or deletion, if indicated. A legend page with descriptive paragraphs for each figure, typed in numerical order with the abbreviation "FIG." preceding each Arabic number must be included. Every figure should be identified clearly in the text in numerical order. If the manuscript includes illustrations that have been published previously, permission to reproduce them must be obtained by the author from both the original author and from the original publisher and sent to The Journal of Nuclear Medicine. In the submitted manuscript the original publication must be cited in the references, and the following must appear in the figure legend: (reprinted by permission of Ref. X).

Units and Abbreviations. Nomenclature, units, and abbreviations should conform to IUPAC recommendations and Systems Internationale (SI). Chemical formulae follow the recommendations of the American Chemical Society.

Manuscripts should be submitted to: Frank H. DeLand, M.D., Editor, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine, University of Kentucky Medical Center, Medical Annex #5, Lexington, KY 40506.